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The 9/9 portal is the portal of completion and transition by infusing the source energy of creation 

unfiltered, undimmed, into your embodiment - integration duration including fractal unification 99 

earth days. 

 

Balance of the Sacred Energies Feminine and Masculine - biosphere of your planet and personal 

natural individual. 

 

This highly potent particle information coding corrects your alignment with the Source of Creation in 

your DNA to spin out of the repetitive loop of the painful basin of experience. 

 

A great peak moment for evolution in the shift, in the waiting room of the hall of mirrors between the 

old and new timelines of your experiential journey. 

 

The Central Sun floods its spotlight directly on the hotspots, creating projection in the shadows, 

causing chaos and pressure. Photon flooding of artificial earthly Black Lines, Vivaxis - connection 

planet earthling, ancestral lineage and you, L and T fields blueprint, (subtle and physical) - alignment 

of turmoil. 

 

Your DNA accumulates throughout life (stellar, interstellar and terrestrial) an unimaginable bank of 

memory data that grows/expands/expands when not aligned with Source. 

 

The inversion in DNA causes you to resonate with pain. 

 

The activation of your high potent light codes happens when you stop inflicting pain on yourself by 

always pouring unconditional love, self worth into your 4 embodiments. 

 

The shadow codes of the experience loop that reside within you can only manifest/activate through 

pain and they grow through the desire to hurt yourself. 

 

The path of healing is to detach from all that you have accepted to bear the pain of this abuse by 

diving into the subconscious, the Akashic Chronicles or consciously remembering past lives. 

 

Seeing the trauma of your past lives, diving into the original core wound, what has manifested 

karmically and in the present projection, is necessary to link in the timeline switch by recognising the 

self-worth from the lower disconnected fractal, into the higher wiring, into the reverse operation of 

the heart portal. 

 

It will be a help to you to remember that pain codes in a way direct you to hurt yourself and others, 

to transmute the pain you have experienced, that you are urged to resonate until you can transform 

the pain and your shadows through your embodiment and related feeling, through your attitude, your 

actions only through the heart portal. 

 

Many of you are developing an understanding of separation, why the shadow within has not yet been 

dissolved and the pain is still a companion. 

 

An earthling is an angelic being that by nature does not want to do negative/bad things to anyone. 

However, through the toxic pollutions of the central chakra system and the planetary plane, your 

natural mental emotional alignment is unbalanced and you then accept embodied pain ,as the way 

you think your world says it should be and is transferred through this separation into your time 

lineages. 

 

Your teaching content in the rebirth of memory is to accept that you are an all encompassing creation 

based being in the embodiment of an earthling so that you cease to attach to pain and accept that 

you could never, at any stage of all eons, cause injury to yourself or others - you are One. 

 

This splitting of the unified space-time fabric allows the fog of forgetfulness to circulate in the 

embodied earthling's reality. The entire collective of individually created reality is thus in this, your 

timeline. 

 

In this limitation, the fast information particles of creation descend to a low speed level. In this 

slowed down level, fission/separation is heavier mass and condensation happens. 



The DC control system of embodiment ,transmits, decelerates information into the membranes of the 

glial cells of the supporting central nervous system - and yet, boundaries are disguised growth 

opportunities and expansion of luminescence- remember. 

 

When you remember that you are the whole picture of the Omniverse and the whole Omniverse is 

you, the veil of forgetfulness lifts and the rigid limitations of space-time dissolve and lift you to the 

next appropriate new level of your All-encompassing consciousness. 

 

Whatever you have chosen to do with this separation consciousness, it is time to reformat yourself 

and begin to tare the indwelling Sacred Energy Feminine and Masculine without limits. 

 

The beginning of consciously balancing the inherent power of creation and your own individual use, 

from which shadow and pain could first arise. 

Masculine power makes decisions, feminine power takes responsibility for feeling - the cyclical order 

of life which in turn controls energy channels of embodiment. 

 

We are all moving into a new phase of the cosmic heart pulsation, that of feeling, and this brings us 

closer to creation consciousness. 

 

Many false cycles of manifestation stemming from a reverse operation of the DNA will spill to the 

surface as you face your feminine (feeling). 

 

Deep pain sensations especially in the genetic material of the bones (joints shoulder, hip, ankle, 

vertebral apparatus) indicate personal shadow fields of burden - negative attitudes, lack of love, guilt, 

misalignment of feeling joy and pleasure, fears of choices and change, insecurity, karmic 

miscommunication, suicides, dark lower energetic interference fields from outside. Nausea, confusion 

= atmospheric pressure change alignment 

 

How the resolution of trauma will ultimately feel when leaving embodiment is influenced by how you 

accept the inherent masculine energy of pain. 

 

How the power of resolve has been abused in your personal interactions, especially on the sexual 

level, the union of earthlings for the continuation of the species due to lack of respect for the self ( 

pain = masculine function- feeling = feminine function) will be revealed to you in full clarity. 

 

Your Feminine Energy is being guided to close the healing cycle of past lives so that you can move 

into acceptance, acceptance. 

 

Many male earthlings have fully accepted their mission and are embracing their gifts to serve. 

 

The female earthlings are being lifted up into their star codes, their individual mission from the Root 

and Sacral Chakra. 

 

The only being that prevents you from reaching your full potential is yourself. Blaming someone else 

for a lack you feel is your turning away from the natural knowledge of creation. 

No one can stop you from taking up your full potential and full engagement in the stabilising 

hyperspeed of the new templates of the heart quantum field of unification of all divisions. 

J.A.  
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14° Virgo New Moon -seed embedding/groundwork for the next harvest 2022/6 - and first precursors 

of the Equinox - bringing in the harvest/fruits of the year 4/5. 

 

You have already been anchoring molecular implementation of particle vibration of quantum 

connection/entanglement of multidimensional self in the body's wisdoms and insights since 3/9 

(zenith 9/9 portal) to implement some necessary shifts of alignment and right direction through our 

entire system of lower 4 bodies -physical, emotional, mental, spiritual. 

 

The Virgo New Moon in conjunction with Pluto allows the threshold of earthly existence to open with 

the long closed consciousness of cosmic energies to be allowed to fully integrate the newly achieved 

level of measurement in grounding of time lines on/in earthly texture. 

Here your devotion, your faith, your sovereignty is tested in a field of uncertainty and doubt and pain. 

The difficult task of testing may come through lessons of patience, self-confidence, trust and 

commitment. 

 

In correspondence to this, therefore, the spin and accompanying sensitisation increases in the cellular 

store of the root chakra that aligns and restores your soul mission and connection with creation and 

your natural gifts through high frequency plasma/crystalline energies. 

This is accompanied by renewal of the digestive system, which will recalibrate food intake and 

express itself in the alternation of diarrhoea and constipation. 

Cardiovascular problems, high blood pressure, lymphatic swellings, dizziness, bone and muscle pain, 

as well as general high body pressure with difficulty finding words are also an embodied expression of 

the shift. 

 

The masculine energy will be amplified over the next 2 weeks, so make sure to keep your strong 

feminine energy in lightness to support the integration process. 



 

There is also fear germinating within you. Fear of recognising ways of being, of letting go of things 

that are familiar to you, both healing, wounds and clearings, even painful ones. Fear of giving up 

toxic behaviours towards others and yourself, a victim attitude you practice with yourself. Fear of 

letting go without knowing what lies ahead. 

 

You may be using the tool of reflection here to look at things that have happened in you and around 

you during the 555 encoding in the alignment of the masculine and feminine energy and the 

anchoring of the Shekinah energy. 

 

Most consider what the earthling calls dimension as something externally separate. The reality is, all 

dimensions/levels already exist within you, you just need to remember and transfer that glow into 

attitude. 

 

We cannot transcend anything we don't want to accept or understand. 

 

You may need to strengthen your masculine energy to gain control in navigating conscious reality so 

that you can make important decisions supported by your feminine energy of pure intention. 

 

The clearer your logical mind is, the clearer your intuitive insight will be. 

 

It is not an easy turn with sand in the mind. Just letting things go through the motions in Panta Rhei, 

especially as you pay more attention to perception and limitation of mind and embodiment in daytime 

consciousness than what you always ARE. 

 

You and many, many others have chosen evolution, the royal path of expansion of consciousness into 

matter of this solar system, listen to the potential of your true self and flow, decide what coming 

harvest you wish to reap in 2022/6. 

 

Expansion requires intimacy and a willingness to face your own current beliefs, edges and boundaries 

in order to penetrate and shed old conditions, attachments, definitions and identities. 

 

Expansion requires trust and faith in the unknown and a willingness to dissolve the old muscle fibres 

and habitual patterns while regenerating and realigning to a new level for sustainable manifestation 

and creation. 

 

Be careful to avoid any unstable masculine and feminine energies within you or around you that push 

you into the waters of repeating karmic cycles. 

 

As you re-establish structural integrity, the lock of sustainable planning , for strength, courage, 

victory and success - the anchoring of the multidimensional self may happen - your individual release 

of the personal vibrational outcome is completed on 18/3/2022/6. 

 

If this alignment is with the authentic essence and truth of the heart, we awaken our divine 

information sound. 

 

And when you align the sound of your vibration with the frequency of Divine Love, you become the 

active protagonist of universal connectedness through Oneness. Through you, all-encompassing 

oneness is manifested and the infinite potential in the boundless omniversal cosmos turns the cogs of 

all aliveness. 

 

You have been in a phase of personal growth, evolution, shifting of the collective thought crystal 

structure for quite some time. Changes are happening in all areas of life, in the interaction 

environment, partnerships and relationships, and what was important yesterday is no longer relevant 

today - you are expanding your awareness of the world(s) and of yourself. 

 

This leads to unrest in your environment, in your embodiment, because not everyone, and sometimes 

you, appreciate the change and its increasing momentum. 

 



This alchemical virgin portal of growth, which through the many, steadily increasing, high frequency 

impulses during the last weeks has already strengthened the individual connection cords between our 

planet earth and the multiverse cosmos, changes your experience completely. 

 

With (long awaited) fresh energetic wind, everything is now being pushed forward, which will lead the 

inner sails to more practical and unique approaches as we use our intentions and processing of 

feelings. Use the mirroring of truths - those we can see and those not visible. 

 

A Trinity alignment that has already begun with 2019/3 and where we are almost midway through 

the second disconnection and connection stage of our soul drive to enter the third phase of 

completion in 2022/6. 

 

...fantastic journey through the time crystal line integration vortex 

J.A. 
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September and October traditionally always herd the tipping point of peak energy, a zero point 

where seeds are reaped/harvested and new ones sown after cultivation - highly transformative, high 

intensity task programme lies ahead of you, ahead of all earthly life changers. 

 

As we dive deeper into the Aquarian Age by the end of the year, our personal healing transforms into 

collective movement to shape our new collective future. 

 

Change is never easy. It can be scary in the unknowing of what lies ahead. We often like to stay in our 

comfort zone and resist the unknown. But being comfortable is not nature's way, we always have to adapt 

to life's new weather influences. 

 

In the last 20 months many dreams that follow the earthly mind dissolve and many habitats are only 

fleeting shadows of the self. The seals that have held you in the safe familiar spaces are encoded and we 

are docking into the energies beyond the veil into a totally altered way of living/travelling in this matter of 

the world. 

 

There is a lot of interstellar support here that is being orchestrated in a very special way from the realms of 

the Swan Squadron - the cradle of earthlings - and ultimately being woven into the earthly sphere lightfully 

through EE Michael's protective brigade - remember and connect. 

 

So far all the arcs of the 5 Trinity Chronicles have been full of excitement, and yet for many the final 

volume July- September demands more intense discipline to reveal the unbound consciousness. 



 

We are now well on our way to transcending the maximum entropy of our cosmos since the initiation of 

the 8 portal and vitalising in the zero point field the accelerated thermodynamics of the eternal infinity of 

our crystalline structures. 

 

This creative alchemy is beginning to discuss your existence, to revitalise your reality, to bring individual 

initiation online. 

 

When you realise that you hold the key of your consciousness, you can unlock the ultimate potential of the 

energies of creation and expand the next levels of the 5/6/7 dimension within you. 

 

Resources are reordered and any individually created mindset of division -better/worse, further or slower, 

the gloomy darkness of the personal collective shadow of being another being of the aliveness of the 

universe, moves into dissolution, from personal identity to the sovereign of expanded consciousness. 

 

Personal healing happens through raw realisations of the shadows in the heart gate of self existence and is 

the first step for the Holistic Healing of the Collective, respectively the Holistic Universe/Omniverse. 

 

 

The only limits of your being, of your body, of your sovereign are the limits of your earth-bound mind, 

become of service to yourself and others of All-encompassing Love. 

 

Experiencing the newly achieved level of vastness of infinity at the plateau may again unlock confusion in 

the unknown. 

 

You may feel like a newborn, spat out of the warming cocoon. Into the vast, cold, naked depths of the 

world ocean. 

The potential of the current high vibrational coding lies in the merging of the sword and chalice of the 

parenthood of creation, returning to a natural state through earthly created separation and illusion in 

relationship and interaction (separation and illusion begins in the earthly experiential journey at age 7, the 

experiences here through the path companions are the basic building blocks of the life tasks to be 

transformed). 

 

In unpacking the new body software codes, the body needs a lot of energy to process the new energy 

frequency and the accompanying downloads. 

 

You experience brain fog, also long-lasting razor-sharp headaches, heavy head sensations, pressure in the 

system, neck problems, heart rhythm stumbles, piercing pulsations of the inner lens (3rd eye), nausea, 

exhaustion, fatigue. Nausea, exhaustion, deep bone and tissue pain, exuberant fatigue, highly sensitive 

sensory perceptions/visions, fluid retention/excretion, altered body odour, skin colouring, skin tingling, 

loss of appetite, followed by a great sense of hunger (pay attention to light food and increased water intake 

- it is better to assimilate), chaotic external and family field. 

 

Give yourself some space during the big upgrade in this perception, even if it is only a few minutes, by 

inviting things/rituals you love into your field to light the beacon of your inherent power in the exhaustion. 

 

Never has it been more important to cultivate this new vision of allowing all possibilities and potentials to 

respect, accept and acknowledge those time seals that lie before you. 

 

Planetary Universal September Agenda 

7/9 Virgo New Moon- CEST 02:51h- Resetting the generational cycle. 

9/9 encoding the introduction of new dimension-lifestyles 

10 -11 /9 expanded ramping up of the inner crystalline information carriers of RNA/DNA (sensitisation) 

15/9 zero point field, balanced tare - seed embedding individual key tool initiation 



21/9 Pisces Full Moon - CEST 01:54h- clearing process Emotional field (very heavy energy) 

22/9 Equinox CEST 21:21 

27/9 Illumination Relationship communication 

 

Energy organs - extremely large spin increase in the base 3 - 4- 5 - and multiversal pulsation 99 

 

Memory fragments of the years of life - 7 - 10 

 

Turn days - 21 up to and including 28/9 

 

Portal days - 1, 20, 22/9 

 

By the end of October we will see life accelerating and we will face the realisation that we cannot stand in 

the shadows. 

 

We must stand in our light, even if that means embracing change. 

 

You are and always will be a potential energy for evolution of life, you are changing all world levels 

through you, accept your courage in fear, take your heart and light up the tarmac of the collective with 

your spotlight. Let the colourful alchemy of the omniversal creation pulse of love permeate everything - 

trust yourself - be sovereign. 

J.A. 

 

Thank you very much for your August appreciation - have a brilliantly magnificent and grandiose 

September 
 

donation : 

IBAN: DE11 7509 0500 0000 1365 96 

SWIFT BIC: GENODEF 1S05 
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 Information on the current development of mankind 

  www.Zeropoint-News.com 

  

 

 Donation: Invite me for a coffee:    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.zeropoint-news.com 

which is constantly adapted to the latest information and presentations of current developments. We reproduce our own and 
external comments on the Zeropoint News. A part or the whole page has been translated by an automatic translation from 
www.deepl.com.  Pass it on to your family, friends and relatives - to everyone in all parts of the world.  Join in presenting these 
incomparable messages in many languages. This good machine translation will help you to spread them faster and better.   
Please note: Since we do it in so many languages, we cannot change the translations fundamentally. We will only revise the 
translated text if someone in our project has mastered the language.  We wish you many AHA experiences with your 
translation. 
 At the service of the project earth: Your Ralf A. Seger 
 

 

 
 

 

MahaJyoti Vision 

 

More actual information you get here  as well as earlier messages: 
www.zeropoint-news.com,    Das Neue Licht - de MahaJyoti Visión,   Der-Meister-Verlag.com 

subscribe Email-Newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 

Telegram.org  canal Información und chat in Canal DE MahaJyoti Vision     +34 644532244 
               Canal ES - Zeropoint-news.coms      +34 644532244 
  Channel EN - Zeropoint-news.coms   +34 644532244 
 

 

Donation to run the service and webspace 
we apriciate everybodys help to go with  MAHAJYOTI VISION transformation project.. 
 Openbank:      IBAN ES04 2103 0168 2800 1007 3697  
 BIC / SWIFT:  UCJAES2M 

or PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
Every donation supports the project of The New Light   -   healing and transforming mankind 
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